
VEGETABLES
Asparagus: Mexico is starting to ramp up and it looks like a 
great time to get your promotions in place. Look for a switch to a 
standard 28# pack starting around February 16th. Reach out to 
get promotions set into place.

Broccoli: Broccoli 14’s and crowns will decrease for next week. 
Supply is good right now. However, there has been rain Monday 
and Tuesday of this week that may affect quality as we load later 
in the week.  Recommended to promote!

Cabbage: We are currently loading product in Texas. Volume is 
starting to improve, and markets are currently stable.

Cauliflower: Cauliflower market will remain steady for next week. 
Quality and sizing are good and fill rates at loading are back to 
normal. Recommended to promote.

Celery: Sleeved celery and the celery heart market will decrease 
slightly for next week. Supply is tight, and we have received 
prorates at loading. The cooler weather is slowing the growth of 

celery. Recommended not to promote.

Cooking Greens: We are now loading in Texas. Volume has 
improved slightly over the last week bringing some market relief. 
Kale is the one exception to that, as we are seeing decreased 
volume and higher markets.

Corn: Florida is experiencing sporadic cooler weather. This, com-
bined with growing regions moving to southern Florida, will create 
tight availability conditions and slightly increasing markets for 
the coming weeks.

Cucumbers: We are now loading in Nogales, Arizona. Quality 
has been excellent! Markets are stable. Weather has improved in 
growing regions. It is a great time to promote!

Green Beans: Markets are declining as product availability 
improves. Quality is very good.

Green Bell Peppers: We are currently loading in Nogales. Quality 
is excellent. Markets are stable.

Green Onions: Green onion market price will decrease for next 
week. Supply is tight right now. We are seeing some quality issues 
due to rain in Mexico and sizing issue that are typical for this 
time. Recommended to not promote.
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Green/Red Leaf Lettuce: Green leaf and red leaf market will de-
crease for next week. Quality may suffer as we are being warned 
from all vendors that there may be signs of epidermal peeling 
from the colder temperatures on all leaf items. Recommended to 
promote!  

Hard Squash: We are now loading in Nogales, Arizona. Quality is 
excellent. Markets are stable.

Iceberg Lettuce: Iceberg market will decrease for next week.  
Supply and quality are good right now. We are being warned from 
all vendors that there may be signs of epidermal peeling from the 
colder temperatures on all leaf items. Were are now loading out of 
Yuma, AZ. Recommended to not promote!

Onions: White onions are still in short supply. This will continue 
until growers in Mexico begin shipping volume across the bor-
der within the next few weeks. Pricing on red and yellow onions 
has stabilized for the time being. We are still weeks away from 
a reliable start to the MX season. Quality of NW onions remains 
excellent.
 

POTATOES: 
Russets: The russet potato market has seen minimal change. 
There are limited shippers in Wisconsin, decreasing the amount 
of Wisconsin russet potatoes available and increasing prices. 
Otherwise, the russet potato market is very stable, with the only 
change being larger sized cartons of russet potatoes; 80-count 
and larger cartons have become very tight.

Reds: Ample supplies are expected through April, pending stor-
ability. Quality red local red potatoes are available and promot-
able.

Golds: Pricing is tracking slightly higher, but we still have good 
availability on Golds from both WI and the Red River Valley (ND/
MN). Gold Promotions should be considered as quality is good 
and pricing makes them promotable.

Red, Yellow, Orange Peppers: We are currently loading Mexican 
product. Markets have stabilized. It’s a great time to promote!!

Romaine Lettuce: Romaine 24ct will remain steady and 12/3 
romaine heart market will decrease for next week. Supply is good 
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right now. We are being warned from all vendors that there may be 
signs of epidermal peeling from the colder temperatures on all leaf 
items. Recommended to promote!

Snap/Sugar Peas: Snow Peas – Product from Guatemala, excellent 
quality. Sugar Snap Peas – Product from Guatemala, excellent 
quality. 

Sweet Mini Peppers: Supplies are improving, and markets have 
declined. Promotable volume is now available!

Sweet Potatoes: Pricing will continue to climb due to lack of sup-
ply following losses in North Carolina due to excess rain at harvest 
time. We are sourcing quality sweets out of Louisiana / Mississippi 
and while pricing has pushed up, sweets remain an item you can 
promote with confidence.

Variety Peppers: The market has seemed to settle on some of 
these variety peppers. Look for this to continue in the coming 
weeks as the weather cooperates more with growers.

Zucchini and Yellow Squash: We are currently loading in Nogales, 
this is where we are seeing the best quality. Markets are stable.

VALUE ADDED
DOLE: 
Iceberg: Good supply and good quality.
Romaine Lettuce: Good supply and good quality.
Conventional Spring Mix: Good supply and quality.
Red & Green Leaf Lettuce: Good supply and quality on both.
Green Cabbage: Good supply. Good quality.
Conventional Spinach: Good supplies and good quality.

MANNS: 
Brussels Sprouts: Brussels Sprouts raw material is expected to be 
in short supplies this week due to poor growing conditions (cold 
and wet) in Mexico.  We should be okay if our supplier continues to 
keep the pipeline full, but if they stumble we will have a hard time 
finding supplemental raw material supplies. 

EARTHBOUND FARM: 
Arugula: Eue to adverse growing conditions, the current organic 
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arugula supply is not currently meeting our quality specifications.  
Because of this, we believe there will not be enough supply to 
fill the demand. With the unfavorable growing conditions in late 
November, the remaining product is demonstrating shelf life 
challenges which is a concern. The growing regions of Yuma and 
the Imperial Valley experienced torrential rains which leached 
nutrition, packed the soil, and tied up the roots of the plants. 
Before the fields dried, the weather proceeded to introduce five 
consecutive nights of freezing temperatures which dehydrated the 
leaves leading to various degrees of discoloration. The dehydra-
tion causes a “burning” to the leaf margin or edge of the leaf. The 
dead leaf tissue will begin to brown and flake, ultimately leading 
to rapid decay.  In addition, there has been an unprecedented 
downey mildew pressure for the last 6 weeks.  
Romaine Hearts: Good supply. Good quality. Market demand 
remains steady.

FRUIT
Apples: We are now into Canadian Honeycrisp, and local Macin-
tosh will wrap up in the next week or so.

Avocados: Market are steady as supply is good. Slight increases 
are projected in the coming weeks.

Blackberries: Conventional blackberry supply has declined 
significantly over the past week. Cool weather and labor shortag-
es in central Mexican growing regions have negatively impacted 
overall production. Market price will increase for next week. Or-
ganic supply will remain tight. Despite slightly improved supply 
over last week, conventional demand has bled over to organic 
and will keep the market firm and steady.

Blueberries: Conventional blueberry supply remains good overall. 
Chilean import volumes are on the decline as we are now past 
peak arrivals. Central Mexico, Baja and California should contin-
ue to increase volumes week over week. Florida will start to come 
in the picture over the next couple of weeks. The conventional 
market will hold steady. Organic supply remains good and market 
price will hold steady for next week.

Cantaloupe: Quality has been excellent with promotable volumes 
now being available. Most fruit is currently coming from Guate-
mala and being loaded out of the East coast and Florida.

CITRUS: 
Navels: New Crop Navels are still peaking small. 72ct and larger 
continue to be tough to come by.
Halos: Halos are promotable, and quality is excellent. Halos will 
begin picking and packing their new crop Tangos this weekend, 
we will be loading Halos again next week. Until then we will have 
imports available.
Grapefruit: Texas sizing is also peaking small. 32ct and larger 
will be hard to come by, however, look for bagged opportunities.
Sumos: Now available, fruit is peaking on the smaller side.
Sky Valley: Now available. The fruit will be small, and we expect 
bulk oranges to be limited.
Bloods: Are available.
Minneolas: Now available.  Fruit is peaking on the smaller side.  
Should have a reasonable amount of 80s, with plenty of bag 
opportunity.

Grapes: It’s going to more of the same story in February, grapes 
will remain tight throughout the month.  However, there seems 
to be some light on greens as we are seeing some manifests for 
Sugs and Thompsons for the end of the month. Red is still up 
in the air – we are entering into the time period that flames are 
ending and Crimson have yet to start with volume.  There will be 
some Perlon and other tweener reds that usually bridge the gap.

Honeydew: Still remain very tight and not promotable. Shippers 
are saying this will last through February.

Kiwi: Great supply and good quality. 
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Limes: Lime markets are stable, and supplies are steady.

 
Mangoes: Through all of February it looks like mangoes will be  
very tight. Peru has cut their production estimates in half. They  
say the trees simply are not producing. Peru is anticipated to 
finish earlier than the expected March 15 end date. The supply 
situation out of Peru is getting worse by the day. We are being told 
the Oaxaca region is delayed while the Michoacán region is on 
pace for production. We have seen some MX fruit cross last week 
but it was all cutting white and wasn’t at a great maturity level. 
Some of the growers will try to harvest early to take advantage 
of the current market. Guatemalan  mangoes  are  predicted  to  
have  a late  start, perhaps  the  first or  second  week of  March. 
Atualfo or Honey mangoes will start to trickle across the first week 
in FEB.   Once honeys do start to arrive we will need to monitor 
quality as typically we do see scarring on the first arrivals of hon-
eys. We expect supply to ramp up the second half of Feb and we 
should have a consistent supply March through the end of May.  
Sizes are expected to peak at 18ct.

 

Pears: Bartlett pears are winding down for the season out of 
Washington. We should have Washington for the next couple 
weeks. We should see import bartletts available mid-February.

Pineapple: Supplies will steady for the foreseeable future.

Raspberries: Conventional raspberry supply will see an increase 
from past weeks and market price will decrease accordingly. Good 
supply is being forecasted for the next couple of weeks. Organics 
remain tight due to cool weather reducing volumes and fair-to-
good overall demand. Market price on organics will hold steady 
for next week.

Strawberries: Strawberry supply will be lighter than originally 
anticipated for next week. Rain in California and low overall pro-
duction out of Florida has shifted a significant amount of straw-
berry demand to central Mexico. Central Mexico is dealing with 
labor shortages and cool weather which has decreased overall 
production. Market price will increase for next week. Shippers are 
advising that a short turn-a-round to improved supply is likely, 
which may affect market pricing as early as the middle of next 
week. Organic supply remains tight due to the same conventional 
factors mentioned above, but should start to see some relief in 

the coming weeks as winter plants in CA reach maturity.  The or-
ganic market will hold steady for next week. The use of non-stan-
dard organic labels may be necessary for best order fulfillment.

TOMATOES: 
Roma: Markets are stable. As product availability in Florida and 
Mexico are good. Quality is very good.
Grape/Cherry: We are currently loading in Florida and Mexico. 
Markets are low and stable. It’s a great time to promote!
On the Vine: We are currently loading Mexican and USA grown 
product. Markets have declined slightly over the last week.
Beefsteak: We are currently loading Mexican grown product. 
Markets are low and promotable.

WATERMELON: 
Watermelon supply chain will be challenging for another two to 
three weeks. The Mexican watermelon crop yields are half of av-
erage yield per acre. Quality is also compromised due to cool and 
rainy conditions. Brix (sugar levels) have been lower than normal 
due to the persistent cool and wet growing conditions. This is 
also creating lighter color of the meat, hollow heart, and regrowth 
(yellow streaks). Market prices are slightly declining as product 
becomes more available.
Mini Seedless: Markets are slightly increasing as the full-size 
watermelon markets/availability are very challenging.

ORGANIC
New Items: 
49051 - Organic Buddha Hands
49268 - Organic TDE Mandarin - a cross between temple tangor, 
dancy mandarin and encore mandarin
49282 - Organic Blood Orange
Up Next: Gold Nugget Mandarin in March

Organic Blueberries: Plenty of organic blueberries coming out of 
Chile. Talk to your sales rep if you need to set up any promos for 
the rest of the month.

Organic Celery: As of right now, we made it through the celery 
issues. Should be back to normal for a while. We will also start 
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carrying naked organic celery. Let me know if anybody is interest-
ed in switching from sleeved.

Organic Citrus: Organic satsumas are done for the season.  
Clementines are done for the season, and we have switched over 
to bagged and bulk murcott mandarins. There is no price or item# 
change.

Organic Grapes: Organic seedless grapes are done for the sea-
son, until Mexico starts up in May.

Organic Mangoes: We have Peruvian fair trade kent mangoes.

Organic Romaine: All organic romaine items are back, with bulk 
romaine harvested Coachella/Imperial, CA.

Organic Strawberries: We have a steady supply of Mexican straw-
berries from EBF.
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